Subaru forester automatic transmission problems

Subaru Forester owners have reported 12 problems related to transmission failure under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Subaru Forester based on all problems reported for the
Forester. Transmission failure. See all problems of the Subaru Forester. I purchased the vehicle
new and purchased an extended warranty that would cover the power train up to , miles. The
vehicle has had all scheduled maintenance performed and all of it at the same dealer service
center with documentation. This includes a 90, mile service where the transmission was
included in the preventive maintenance check and indicated as no issues. The vehicle has only
been used for normal driving. No hauling or towing and no heavy cargo. The transmission
should not fail only 12, miles outside of the warranty that I purchased and having been serviced
appropriately and inspected within 20, of the current issue. Subaru of America is not covering
the replacement under warranty for what appears to be a known safety issue that required them
to extend this same , warranty coverage to all vehicles from this model year under what I
understand to be a class action lawsuit settlement. The loss of acceleration and slipping in the
shifting when powering away from a stop is dangerous if the vehicle stalls or suddenly slows
due to loss of power and this is due to a known cvt issue. Subaru should be held accountable
for all the vehicles they produced with this defect and not be able to hide behind a a lawsuit
settlement that allowed them to leave vehicles like mine on the road as ticking time bombs all
because the symptoms of the issue didn't show up before or a only 12, miles outside of their
own warranty that they sold. Cvt transmission failed after miles. Cvt transmission failure of my
Subaru Forester touring 2. When I put the car into park and turned off the car after driving, it did
not turn off the dashboard lights, the belts were still spinning and I had to remove the battery to
shut it off. I jump started and the engine light and other alerts were all lit. When I brought the car
to my mechanic, he ran diagnostics and said the transmission will need to be replaced. The car
is only 5 years old. Top of the line Subaru and I only have 56, miles on the car. We has the car
for 10 years. Car has k miles and transmission failed. We spent 5 k on the car for leaking
gaskets and such. Had car inspected and they reassured me my car is good to go and will last
for a long time. Thats not the case. The transmission failed completely in July, I contacted a
Subaru dealer on July 30 for service, but the first appointment available was on August 1st. I
found out that Subaru had been having some of these problems and extended their warranties.
Because my actual service was on August 1st, Subaru said I missed the extended warranty by
one day! They said if I had been a "more loyal" customer they would have paid more than half. I
left the car at the dealership for 3 months trying to negotiate the price down. I don't understand
why Subaru has not had to recall the vehicles experiencing these transmission failures, or at
least pay for repairs once it fails. When we first felt the vehicle not responding normally, we
stooped driving. It was not safe. I bought my car used in September I was never informed that
there were potential problems with transmission performance and failures. A transmission
failure on a highway could result in injury or death. And yet there has been no recall. I have
already started to notice problems with the transmission- jerking while trying to brake and
delayed turnover between 2 and 3rd gear. Consumers were not informed of this I found it online.
I called the dealer and they verified that there was a warranty extension on the models above
and my car is included. When I asked for paperwork the dealer service rep said none was sent
to anyone, but the warranty follows the vehicle by VIN. So, there are potentially thousands of
people driving around with transmissions that could fail, but who are unaware. Subaru did this
quietly to not drawn attention to the problem. I think there should be an investigation and a
recall. Transmission failure on a highway could cause injury or death. Again I feel "jerking"
every time I try to break. It's like the car is trying to accelerate instead of coming to a stop. It has
stopped so far, but what if it doesn't next time? I thought it was due to cold but I always warm
up my car until the indicator light shows transmission is warm. And the weather has been warm
for a few days now and the same thing is happening. I have reported other problems to the
dealer that are not safety related and they just blow it off such as the computer is not recording
average mpg and average mph correctly. Joan The contact owns a Subaru Forester. The contact
stated that while reversing at 5 mph, the vehicle surged backward and crashed into a house.
The vehicle was taken to an independent repair shop, but the failure was not diagnosed. The
vehicle was repaired for the body damages. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
failure. The failure mileage was , In I bought a new Subaru Forester. Sometimes the whole car is
jolted by the transmission snapping into gear. It often takes too long for my vehicle to change
gears. I have reported this problem to the service dept. At two different Subaru dealerships.
This is a safety issue I am concerned about. I fear my transmission may fail at a crucial time.
Catastrophic transmission failure. Gear shift resulted in a severe jolt to passengers and the
driver of the vehicle due to transmission failure. Letter from congressman sarbanes on behalf of
constituent with concerns about mechanical problems with Subaru vehicles the consumer

stated it was difficult to put the gear into drive. A mechanic informed the consumer the failure
was with the clutch. The transmission failed with only a , miles on the vehicle. Car Problems.
Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 1. Transmission Failure problem of the
Subaru Forester 2. Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 3. Transmission
Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 4. Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester
5. Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 6. Transmission Failure problem of the
Subaru Forester 7. Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 8. Transmission
Failure problem of the Subaru Forester 9. Transmission Failure problem of the Subaru Forester
Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Clutch problems. Manual
Transmission problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Axle Assembly problems. Differential Unit
problems. Axle Shaft problems. Subaru Forester owners have reported 42 problems related to
automatic transmission under the power train category. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Subaru Forester
based on all problems reported for the Forester. Driver was backing up vehicle, when it
accelerated rapidly, causing loss of control and traffic crash where a pedestrian was backed
over, pinned and killed. Drive had no explanation of why this happened. Passenger in vehicle
claims there had to have been mechanical defect. See all problems of the Subaru Forester.
When take foot off accelerator car lurches forward again--with no driver control. The car slams
into gear without warning. This has been happening now regularly for the past 2 months.
Brought the car into the dealer on Jan they said they found the problem, "reprogrammed" it and
said all was fine. It wasn't--brought the car back yesterday--they kept it overnight and they said
everything is ok--it is not. Car is still out of control. I have been reading similar stories on
edmunds. Com Subaru forum for this year and even older model Subaru Foresters. Subaru
denies there is an issue--I called them this afternoon and wrote to them a few weeks back, too.
The contact owns a Subaru Forester. While driving 55 to 65 mph the engine began to over heat.
A local mechanic stated that the head gasket cracked. The engine was replaced; however, the
transmission has also failed. The contact is aware of the safety risk. The current mileage was ,
and the failure mileage was , Cruise control was on. Before our exit I canceled the cruise control
but left it "on". On the ramp, I let the car slow. At about 40 mph I moved the shift lever into sport
mode, downshifted to 3rd gear, then 2nd, then braked to a stop. The car was stopped, in gear,
idling. My foot was on the brake. Without warning, the engine raced and the car jolted forward
about a foot; it would have continued but I increased pressure on the brake and stopped the
car. The engine, with the car stopped and in gear, ran up over rpm. I immediately shifted into
regular drive mode and then into neutral. Once in neutral, the engine briefly raced higher but
then dropped to idle at about rpm. I switched the cruise control off. Please note: to stop the car I
did not move my foot; it was already on the brake, and I merely pressed harder. This is not a
case of pedal confusion. The floor mats are in place. This is not a case of a floor mat interfering
with the accelerator. At the time of the incident, we were not moving. I was not on the phone. I
was not looking over my shoulder. I was not otherwise distracted. I was sitting still, waiting for
the light to change, with my focus on the traffic stopped in front of me. In my view, this
represents a dangerous defect in the vehicle, and needs to be corrected immediately. Please
advise regarding your proposed resolution. I have advised Subaru via their website today but
have not heard back. I am happy to be contacted for further details if needed. While coasting,
the vehicle began to accelerate on its own. The vehicle was towed to the dealer. The current and
failure mileages were 48, If I place my Subaru forrester into drive it will not move, it will sit there
for several minutes until suddenly it jerks forward into gear. Place into reverse it works well,
moves in reverse. Visit several reputable car repair forums online you will literally see hundreds
of customers with these same problems posting from present. Bought my Forester used with
approximately 64, miles on it. After owning it for about 6 months noticed hesitancy when trying
to pull out. Slowly started getting worse. Car would sit for about 10 to 15 seconds after being
put into drive before engaging and if foot is not on brake, has a harsh engagement whiplash
type thing where it throws you forward. So, after much research and finding out that there are
probably s of other Forester owners with the exact same problem, I contacted Subaru of
America who of course told me to take it to my local dealer and if they found anything wrong,
Subaru might give me some goodwill assistance. Well as they found that the transmission filter
was not a Subaru brand and nor was the fluid, they wanted to change it and then run a
diagnostic test, saying that maybe that other filter caused the problem. I tried explaining that the
reason we changed it was because of the problem, not what caused the problem. We changed it
to see if that would help and of course it didn't. Then, of course, Subaru would not do anything
as I did not want to have to pay for them to change the filter and fluid only to charge me for that
and then tell me that there was nothing wrong with it. I pointed out all the other complaints
about the exact same problems, but they insist it is not a defect, when apparently there is a

major problem with these transmissions. When parking vehicle in garage, engine revved and
car drove forward causing damage to car and garage even though car had been placed into
park. They did not disclose any problems and said Forester went thorough vehicle inspection
and vehicle was in excellent condition mechanically. Second day after purchase. Third day after
purchase. I contacted the multi-franchised including Subaru for help and information. They
responded the Forester was sold as is and didn't care even if the vehicle fell in half once it
leaves their lot. My next step is I contacted Subaru America of my vehicle and dealer problems
by email. I received returns from them with vauge at best reasons but no recall or TSB
information. They gave me a case number and waiting for a personal reply via postal mail or
telephone call. In total I have been towed 3 times, two different service centers and certified.
Finally after all that I still have the transmission problem and rarely use it because I am affraid to
drive it with my two babies I have, I use my fathers car. Can someone help me please. When in
drive, I depress the gas pedal and go nowhere. Just hear a shrieking. Its been coming on for a
month now and now has gotten so bad I dare not drive it. It is in the shop now and will be
between to fix. Their estimate is that there is a loss of pressure somewhere. They also have
another Forester in the shop with a similar problem, similar miles etc. Unacceptable on a car
with less than 80k miles. And very scary when you are on a slope and go to go and find yourself
rolling backwards. Why is there no recall on this problem? When traveling 60 mph the car
suddenly looses acceleration, like it is slipping into neutral. At first, I could remove my foot from
the gas, allow the car to coast and slow, and then re-apply gas, and it would accelerate again.
Now when it occurs, I have to stop, normally on the side of a rural highway, put it in park, then
back to drive for it to work properly. I am afraid this is going to leave me stranded somewhere
out in the 'sticks. Any info?. When I shift into drive any of the drive gears , the car hesitates to
engage move forward for anywhere between seconds and up to 1 minute. This does not happen
when shifted into reverse. The wait time is random so I never know how long it will take. The
other day, I had to reverse to get out of a parking spot and then the car wouldn't engage into
drive for another 45 seconds and I almost got rear ended by a car coming up behind me. This is
a safety issue! I've read about hundreds of other complaints by other Subaru Forester - owners
on-line. This leads me to believe that it is a manufacturer's defect. I spoke with both the dealer
and Subaru representative and they won't cover the cost of a new transmission because I am
out of warranty. I think this is unacceptable and am looking into the legal implications further.
Place into drive, lightly press the accelerator pedal, it will jump forward into gear! Subaru states
that they are not aware of this issue; later they state they are aware of the issue and state to
replace the transmissions. However, visit several reputable car repair forums online you will
literally see hundreds of customers with these same problems posting from present. All
customers have Subaru forrester's or outback's. All claim this hazard! I find this highly
unacceptable! I have been very diligent in doing all the maintenance and services according to
the manufacturers manual as well. I see that 5 other individuals have complained of the same
problems on your site. Please, please investigate into these issues. It's a hazard to have a car
be placed into drive and then not move forward until you press the accelerator or it moves
forward after 2 - 30 minutes of wait time! It's very unfortunate. Otherwise these cars are
wonderful!. This problem initially occurred only once a month or so, but has since deteriorated
to occurring multiple times per day. When approaching a stoplight, or braking harder than
usual, the vehicle will slip into neutral. The shifter does not move, it is still in drive, however,
without warning, the car will suddenly stop responding to the accelerator except the engine still
revs. The only remedy is to rev the engine to high revs, over and over, until the transmission
"catches", at which point the vehicle lurches forward, often violently, even with the brake
depressed. This seems to be quite potentially dangerous if it were to happen when it was
necessary to move the vehicle out of the way of something oncoming and would not be able to.
A dealer looked at it and flushed the transmission and added new fluid, which solved the
problem for about 2 months, after which it has continued to get worse. The transmission is not
low on fluid, and the fluid looks fine. I have heard this complaint from numerous other Forester
owners via various internet forums. The Subaru Forester, when shifted to "d", "3", "2, or "1" will
not go forward. It will always go when in reverse! This problem appears to be well known to
Subaru dealers. To mitigate this problem, I must tap the accelerator, and wait and wait 1 second
to 30 seconds before the transmission will engage. A year ago, the transmission was drained,
flushed and the filter replaced, that helped a little. The service writer said the transmission was
out of warranty a should be replaced, he also said the warranty specified that before 40k miles
the transmission should be drained, flushed, and the filter replaced. After reading the warranty
and maintenance booklet msa5mw, issued June , page 42 my federal specification vehicles and
page 43 notes I found out that he was in error. Item 10 automatic transmission fluid is an
"inspection I " item only at 30k, 60k, 90k, and k miles. Page 43 "notes 4 and 9" are specific,

repeat specific, to the automatic transmission fluid item Note 4 describes "severe driving
conditions", but only two of them "appear not specific to item 10 " to pertain to automatic
transmission fluid, "c. Driving in dusty conditions" and "g. Towing a trailer" - I and most other
owners do neither. And as for note 9, the notes stop at 8, - 9 is missing -, the California schedule
of inspection and maintenance services and notes pages 44 and 45 also have note 9 missing!
The April consumer reports page 92 reliability scores also documents the higher incidence of
transmission problems with the and Forester. The vehicle generated excessive static shock.
The accelerator became stuck. There were times when the vehicle would go no more than 20
mph. When accelerating, the vehicle hesitated before it moved. The dealership was notified.
Please provide more information. Car hesitates then lurches forward after pressing the gas
pedal. Vehicle then hestiates as if losing power. Had the same probelem in August of and dealer
reset the vehicle's computer and said no problem. Dealer tried to have me pay for a fuel injector
cleaning service this time. Car has 29, miles. I spoke a another customer at the dealership who
was having the same problem and noticed the numerous complaints on the web site. Shouldn't
this matter be looked at for a possible recall?. After a snow storm I noticed my Subaru Forester
would not drive on slippery surfaces. I pushed the accelerator, the wheels spun and not much
else happened. After pushing the issue, the service manager brought it back into the garage,
put it on the lift and had someone gun the engine. The front wheels spun fast as they should
and the back wheels went very slowly. They scratched their heads and called Subaru of America
for some help on the issue. There was absolutely no warning that this had happened. The
dealership said no such light to indicate a malfunction in the awd system has ever existed. I was
allowed to take the car home because I could do no further damage to the car was told it shut
down. This problem would have been significantly cheaper to fix if there had been a warning
that there was a problem. A valve for the awd system should never malfunction. The dealership
said they had never seen it happen before. The car is not old enough 3 years 60k miles to have a
problem like this!. On the green traffic signal I accelerated and the car surged into the vehicle in
front of me. I jammed my foot on the brake and threw the shift into park when the car stopped,
then with my foot on the brake and shift in park, the car surged in reverse hitting the car behind
me. I previously experienced surging twice before this. My Subaru forrester was recalled for the
parking rod replacedment in April While vehicle was in neutral it shut down, then vehicle rolled
backwards. Car "hesitates" occasionally, second delay after you press the gas pedal until the
car responds. Also, the car shifts inappropriately. Mostly this occurs on hills. You will attempt
to accelerate, and the car downshifts; or you attempt to pass someone on highway and car will
hesitate, then begin to accelerate, then will suddenly downshift. I have had car to dealer, first I
was told there was no problem. Then, they realized there was a problem, and had the computer
reset. This seemed to improve handling for only about a week. The car is now hesitating and
downshifting on a regular basis. Transmission hesitates from a dead stop. You depress the
accelerator and nothing happens for 2 seconds or so, then the car lurches forward. At 40, new
transmission. At 45, speed odometer sticking needs to be replaced. Now at 96, miles leaking
head gasket needs to be replaced. All major problems requiring major money to be replaced.
The consumer received recall 02v The vehicle has been taken to the dealer for 4 different repair
appointments. On 3 different instances the service technician was not available once consumer
arrived for appointment. One 1 occasion, consumer came in for Saturday appointment and was
told recall remedy could not been performed on Saturday. Now, consumer will not be able to
bring vehicle back for another 3 months. I can drive in reverse all day with no problem. Going
forward is hit and miss. Sometimes I can sit for 15 to 30 minutes before the forward gears
engage. Once forward engages, I have no problem until I turn off the ignition. Servicing the
trans is a temporary fix for a few thousand miles and then the problem slowly returns. I really
like my car, but I'm sure the trans will eventually cease working all together. Evidently other are
having same problem according to chat rooms. Consumer was parking on an upgrade.
Consumer stated that they put vehicle in park attempted to exit when vehicle began to roll
backwards. Consumer applied brakes, pedal went to the floor. Which resulted in vehicle
crossing a residential street and stopping in someones yard. Consumer feels this was very
dangerous, someone could have been hit. Please provide any further information. Automatic
transmission gears lock in park position on an intermittent basis. Dealer has been contacted.
Please provide further details. While driving in bumper high snow for 5 miles vehicle would not
shift from 3 rd to 4 th gear. Consumer had to force it into 4 th gear. Dealer determined snow had
accumulated around transmission and caused the problem. Intermitent backfire after shifting on
manual transmission Foresters. Manufacturer notified, confirmed that engine backfires but said
backfiring was not a problem, hence no fix was neccessary and non would be provided. How
many of you out there consider ba. Was attempting to back into driveway when suddenly the
car moved forward. Engaging the brakes failed to stop car and it went over an embankment. In

previous years Subarus were recalled for brake problems. Also for problems with automatic
transmission. This situation was taken care of by replacing "the brains" of the transmission but
the idle speed has remained below without the service light coming on since. One other
comment is that the shifter does not lock into drive like most cars it locks into 3rd. I do not
know what the idle speed is supposed to be but it can't be Put back in service on Dec 8th. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 1. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Subaru Forester 2. Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 3.
Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 4. Automatic Transmission problem of
the Subaru Forester 5. Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 6. Automatic
Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 7. Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru
Forester 8. Automatic Transmission problem of the Subaru Forester 9. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Subaru Forester Power Train problems. Clutch problems. Manual Transmission
problems. Axle Assembly problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Transmission Failure problems.
Differential Unit problems. Axle Shaft problems. Subaru is the 22nd largest auto manufacturer in
the entire world. That may not seem like much, but that means that they still produce millions of
vehicles every single year. They've become popular because their cars are affordable and
sporty, and many have all-wheel drive capabilities that are appealing to a certain subsection of
drivers. Subaru vehicles are also outfitted with something called CVT or continuously variable
transmission. Some drivers swear by this kind of transmission while others prefer the older
automatic or manual transmissions. Continuously variable transmission is actually a kind of
automatic transmission. Unlike typical automatic transmission however CVT is supposed to
provide a seamless transition through the different years as opposed to a step-by-step process
that automatic transmission gives you. Manual transmission works by you taking hold of a gear
shifter and putting your car in the specific gear that you want it to be in. Automatic
transmission, on the other hand, is able to change gears at the appropriate time based on the
RPMs of your engine as you increase or decrease acceleration when you're driving. It still goes
through gears by steps, however. That means first gear, second gear, third gear and so on.
Continuously variable transmission is meant to smooth out the process of shifting from one
gear to another by instead transitioning upwards or downwards as a process of maneuvering
through the gear ratios. A series of pulleys increase or decrease the gear ratio so you don't
have that clunky moment between first and second gear or second and third gear where you
can lose a little bit of power and have kind of a clunky, sketchy transition. If you think of
traditional gear shifting as going up a series of steps from first gear to second gear and so on
you can think of CVT transmission as ascending a ramp. The purpose here is to increase fuel
economy as you increase your speed because you're not having the harsh transition from one
gear to the next. It's supposed to make your engine operate more efficiently and easily. The fuel
economy associated with CVT transmission is increased by the fact that the technology itself is
actually lighter than your standard transmission setup sorry. Since it takes up less space and
less weight in your engine, it also becomes more economical for operating your vehicle in the
long run. That's not a huge difference, but it is something worth taking into consideration. In
Subaru offered a warranty extension for over one-and-a-half million vehicles that covered
problems with a continuously variable transmission. The warranty extension was made for
vehicles produced between the year and Instead of a recall, the warranty extension offered a
near doubling of the existing warranty. Previous warranties we're good for 5 years or 60, miles.
This extension gave you a year warranty or , miles, whichever came first. If your vehicle did not
fall into the to date range, there was a small warranty extension offered that only lasted for an
additional year. This warranty extension was offered instead of a recall, so it essentially
acknowledged that there was a problem with the CVT Transmission in all of these models
across those years, but not to such a degree that Subaru felt it was necessary to fully recall
every model. Subaru has been making the Forester since the model year. It has had some
problems with the transmission over the years, and particular in For this model year drivers
reported having issues with the transmission shuddering and jerking which happened very
early in the life of the vehicle. Transmission problems popped up as early as 2, miles into the
life of the vehicle. This jerking problem was so severe that it would actually knock things off of
the dashboard and even spill drinks and cup holders. That's a severe problem for any kind of
transmission to have. The and models of the Subaru Forester also had problems with the CVT
transmission fairly early in the vehicle's life. This issue was much the same as in the model and
presented itself as severe lurching and bucking where the vehicle got up to speed. There are
also problems with the transmission just slipping and failing completely. This often happens
between the 40, mile and 50,mile mark. Subaru Ascent is a fairly new vehicle in the Subaru
lineup, having debuted in the model year. With that in mind, the Ascent is a reliable vehicle
overall. In the same year, Subaru issued a recall for faulty transmissions that affected a number

of vehicles in their product lineup. This transmission problem could lead you power loss or
hesitation with driving and result in either sluggish driving acceleration or potentially a crash.
The problem was caused by a faulty pressure sensor in the transmission that would give
incorrect readings to your vehicle's computer and result in reduced hydraulic pressure. So far
there have been no serious accidents reported related to this particular recall. Subaru ended up
free calling 76, Ascent models for this transmission issue. Since it became just a Crosstrek it
does not have very many issues with the transmission. Only minor complaints Have popped up
since that time. As far as the Subaru XV Crosstrek goes there were some additional
transmission problems with the model years from to but not insignificant enough numbers to
make it stand out as being problematic. The biggest issues with the transmission in these years
were grinding noises, erratic shifting and slipping of years, as well as some hesitation in the
transmission. The Impreza debuted for the model year and since that time it has had a number
of issues with its transmission. New transmission problems for the Impreza aren't chronic, but
in particular the model year would be considered the worst of the production run. Drivers at
model-year complained of numerous problems with shifting between gears not working
normally and issues trying to accelerate. Again, while this was considered the worst model year
for the Impreza overall, it wasn't a terrible year by any means, and it didn't present itself as a
chronic issue for the Impreza. The most common problem for this model year was total
transmission failure which occurred for a number of drivers around a hundred thousand miles.
There was a recall issued in for a Subaru Outback transmission but it wasn't a comprehensive
recall by any means. Only vehicles were subject to the recall and it was related to gears not
being properly lubricated leading to a groaning sound that could develop, power loss, and a
potential crash. In the Subaru Outback had some problems with torque converters locking up
and also noise in the transmission when it was shifting through gears. These were not chronic
problems either, and didn't affect the overall performance of the vehicle too badly. Combined
with the fact that had a number of issues that were related to transmission and you could make
a good case that a Subaru Outback is a model year that you'd want to avoid. Another classic
model from the Subaru company, the Subaru Legacy was first produced back in Despite the age
of the vehicle and his had relatively few transmission problems over the years, none that make
it a standout or statistical anomaly. Most years of the Legacy have proven to be extremely
reliable in the long run, but if there was one year that you might want to think twice about is
probably the model year of the Subaru Legacy. Drivers reported a number of issues with this
model years transmission including that hesitation issue that is seen to pop up in every Subaru
model, as well as difficulty shifting and noises and jerking. In some cases, drivers even reported
problems with transmission fluid leaking. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Subaru did Issue a recall for
a number of Legacy models because of the transmission leak. It didn't cover a large number of
vehicles however, in fact only 3, models were affected by it. Still, there was risk of fire
associated with the leak, so it was a serious issue that didn't need to be addressed. The WRX is
another Subaru model that has proven to be fairly problem-free over the years. The problems
were of the fairly mundane variety, specifically issues with noises or the transmission staying in
neutral and not shifting out again. By and large, the WRX has been a pretty reliable vehicle and
one that you shouldn't have too many problems with. This has been one of the most reliable
Vehicles Subaru has ever produced in terms of transmission. In fact, the model year is the only
one that has had any significant number of complaints related to transmission and that's just
relative to the other model years. Complaints were not levied against the BRZ in any significant
numbers at all. Suffice it to say, if you're interested in a sporty Subaru then the BRZ is definitely
a model that you'd want to take a look at. Subaru CVT transmission is something that some
drivers think is the best thing on the road and other drivers are really not a fan of it all. Because
of the number of recalls and the warranty issue related to this transmission, you can clearly see
that it's something you should keep in mind if you are interested in picking up a Subaru,
especially one built between and When it works properly, the CVT transmission in the Subaru is
a great asset. It makes your drive a lot smoother, it saves you money at the pumps, and it's
more efficient at getting the job done than traditional forms of a transmission are. But again,
that's when it's working as it's supposed to. If you are interested in a Subaru model, just keep in
mind which ones have had issues and if it's an older model vehicle no matter what kind of see
where it is, always remember to bring a trusted mechanic along with you to take a look at it and
make sure it's still in good working order. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. Subaru has been making cars since They're known for small and midsize cars that
are designed with what is called a boxer engine. That's a kind of flat engine where each pair of
opposed cylinders move inward and outward at the same time. They are definitely not the
largest manufacturer of automobiles in the world, in fact they are about the 22nd largest in the
world. But they are well-liked for their affordable, sporty cars as well as their all wheel drive

capabilities that are appealing to a certain group of drivers. They're even well-liked for some
drivers specifically because of their drivetrain. Subaru uses a CVT transmission in their
vehicles, or continuously variable transmission. A continuously variable transmission is a kind
of automatic transmission. Unlike a normal automatic transmission, the CVT transmission is
meant to be seamless as it moves through a range of gear ratios as opposed to switching
individually from each gear to the next gear in sequence. In a manual transmission , you are
responsible for shifting your car from one gear to the next. Automatic transmission takes the
effort out of this by changing gears for you at the appropriate time. But it does switch from one
year to the next once you've reached the appropriate speed. The way CVT transmission works
is, rather than actually having those individual gears to switch through such as first, second,
third oh, it works by a series of pulleys that increase or decrease a gear ratio as you drive. The
point of CVT transmission, at least on paper, is to get rid of that clunky kind of moment when
you switch from one gear to the next. Each new gear is one step in the climb to a higher speed.
CVT transmission is more like a ramp. It's supposed to be that smooth transition all the way up
without having to worry about a shift from one gear to another. Ideally, this means that as you
speed up your saving on fuel economy because you're not having to have that transition from
one gear to the next which can actually briefly slow you down and end up costing you more fuel
in the long run. The fact that it is lighter than a standard transmission and takes up less space,
allowing your whole vehicle to be lighter and smaller is also a factor in how this is meant to
save you a little bit of money at the promise. In theory, CVT is supposed to be more responsive
and faster than traditional transmissions. It has had his problems over the years however some
of the vehicles that it's been a part of. It debuted for the model year, so it doesn't have a long
history on which to reflect in terms of overall problems. In fact, the Subaru Ascent has had just
short of no transmission problems reported whatsoever. If you're in the market for a new
Subaru, the Ascent SUV would be a good choice if you're worried about transmission. That
said, Subaru tried to head off any issues at the pass by issuing a recall in before faulty
transmissions. Affected vehicles could have power loss or hesitation while driving that could
lead to unexpectedly slow driving or even a crash. The problem is related to a faulty pressure
sensor in the transmission that could give the incorrect readings and result in a reduction in
hydraulic pressure. There are no actual crashes or injuries related to this issue at the time, but
Subaru is being proactive. As just the Crosstrek from to the present, it has had relatively few
issues related to transmission. There have been a handful of minor complaints across the latest
model years, but nothing of any great significance that should make you worry about how the
CVT operates in a new Crosstrek. In terms of the older models, the Subaru XV Crosstrek was
produced for 3 years from to There were a few more transmission issues with these model
years, but again it wasn't in very huge numbers. Most drivers who had problems with the
transmission in the Crosstrek XV complained of things like grinding noise, hesitation, and
erratic shifting issues. The Subaru Forester has been in production since the model year. In
terms of problems with the transmission, was very much the most problematic model year for
the Forester. A number of drivers reported problems with their transmission shuddering and
jerking on them commonly happening fairly early in the vehicle's life. The average mileage for
transmission problems was only 2, miles. Drivers reported a lot of problems with hesitation, and
alerts as the CVT attempted to climb in gears. For some drivers this lurching was so bad that
items on their dashboard or in cup holders would actually spill and fall over. The Forester also
had some problems with its transmission lurching and being uneven. This happened at just
over 50, miles for most drivers. Drivers reported that the car would be getting to jump and buck
as they attempted to get up to highway speeds. The Forester suffered much of the same kinds
of problems, including things like transmission slipping and total transmission failure. This
again happened usually between 50, and 70, miles in total. Subaru has been making the Impreza
since the model year. There have been a few years that have had issues with the CVT
Transmission in the impressive, but it hasn't been a severe issue for the most part. At some
point, any vehicle will be susceptible to transmission problems, so this isn't a chronic problem
with me and present by any means. The Impreza was probably the worst year for transmission
issues with drivers complaining of problems shifting properly and random acceleration. Even
though this was the worst year for the Impreza, that doesn't necessarily mean it was a chronic
issue by any means and not a regular problem for most Impreza drivers. This was a minor issue
at best. Subaru started producing the Legacy way back in Surprisingly, in that time it has been
remarkably free from transmission problems. That isn't to say that it doesn't have any, just
relative to the number of years it's been in production there have been very few. For instance,
you probably won't even find transmission issues listed before the model. That said, the model
year of the Subaru Legacy was definitely the most problematic. It had a number of problems
including issues with the transmission. Drivers reported problems with hesitation, difficulty

shifting the transmission, noises and jerking, and even transmission fluid leaks. In fact, Subaru
issued a recall for a small number of Subaru Legacy is because of a transmission oil leak. This
only affected just short of 3, models, but there was a risk of a fire starting if the transmission oil
leaked onto the exhaust pipe. The Subaru Outback dates all the way back to , and it has had its
fair share of transmission problems as well. On average, it was still a reliable vehicle, but this
model year did have more transmission issues than others. The most common complaints
related to transmission in was a total transmission failure which happened at around , miles.
There was a minor recall issued for Subaru Outback transmissions that only affected about
vehicles and total. According to recall if the transmission gears are not properly lubricated a
groaning sound might begin to develop that could lead to the gears breaking, and vehicle power
loss, possibly resulting in a crash. In there was an issue with the torque converter locking up
when braking in the Subaru Outback, they've happened at around , miles. Problems with noise
in the transmission and shifting were also present. The Subaru Outback also had some
transmission problems including shuddering between gears and hesitation. This model year
was also plagued with a number of other problems that have ended up labelling this model a
problematic one overall. The Subaru WRX has been mostly problem-free in terms of
transmission issues. That's not to say it's completely devoid of problems, and they're just been
limited in the way we've seen with some other Subaru models. The WRX is probably the worst
for transmission problems, but again these are relatively minor. Some people complained of
noises or their transmission being stuck in neutral. In general, the WRX has been a fairly
reliable vehicle. The sporty Subaru BRZ has a great reputation when it comes to transmission.
In fact, only the model year has had any real issues reported with transmission and even then, it
was a minor number of drivers complaining about transmission noise. One and a half million
vehicles were offered an extended warranty back in to cover problems with the continuously
variable transmission found in their Subaru vehicles. The warranty covered cars made between
and This was done instead of a recall, but also acknowledging that there were problems with the
CVT that might require maintenance and repair. The warranty extension was issued after
numerous Subaru owners complained about their CVT transmission. Many of the Subaru
owners affected had suffered issues like severe vibrations installing when they came to a stop,
transmission lurching and some very close near misses in terms of accidents. As part of the
extended warranty offer, the transmission warranty which normally covers 5 years, or 60, miles
was upgraded to a 10 year or , mile warranty. There is also a minor warranty extension issued
for vehicles that did not fall in the to date range. Those ones were given a one-year warranty
extension. At this point however, that extension is expired. As of July , it ended. Subaru has had
some hit and miss luck with their transmission over the years in their vehicles. The company
has been plagued with issues that have required recalls, though few have related to the
transmission. It's always advisable to look at a vehicle as a whole rather than just part by part to
determine if it's a reliable choice for you or not. Some model years of some Subaru vehicles
have been exceptional, they have performed remarkably well, and they are a great value. That's
part of what makes Subaru such a popular manufacturer. But there are others that you definitely
need to look at with a critical eye. If you're in the market for a used Subaru it's always a good
idea to make sure that you have a trusted mechanic give the a vehicle a good once-over before
you commit to buying anything. Just like any Vehicle Manufacturer, Subaru has had its fair
share of problems so you never want to take it on faith that just because a model year had okay
transmission that there are no other problems related to it. Likewise, just because some model
years had shaky transmission is no guarantee that everything else was a problem either. Why
Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. Subaru Corporation is offering
consumers an extended warranty on the continuously variable transmission CVT on
approximately 1. A warranty extension is much different from a recall, in that recalls require the
manufacturer to fix every vehicle that could potentially be affected, not just the ones that exhibit
issues. With the warranty extension, Subaru will only fix vehicles that exhibit problems and the
company can set a time limit on the warranty, for example, for 10 years or , miles. Critics of the
action argue that many of the affected vehicles are likely at or close to the ,mile warranty limit
already. This means that necessary repairs may not be performed, and owners risk the vehicle
stalling out and potentially being harmed in a crash. Lawsuit Subject: If someone is hurt or
killed in a crash caused by the continuously variable transmission issues that Subaru is aware
of, they may be eligible to take legal action to hold the manufacturer accountable for their pain,
suffering, medical bills, and other expenses associated with the accident. It is clear that Subaru
is aware of the issue, and instead of fixing the problem for all vehicles, they are merely offering
an extended warranty to only address some of the vehicles in question, potentially jeopardizing
the lives of countless drivers and passengers. In order to avoid such hazards caused by
transmission problems, owners of vehicles not covered by the extended warranty due to excess

mileage, for example may have to pay for costly repairs.
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The problematic transmissions could also negatively affect the resale value of vehicles.
Transmission issues on specific models of Subaru vehicles can cause the engine to stall at
inopportune times, putting the driver, passengers, and other motorists at risk. If you own one of
the Subaru models affected, your warranty has been extended by the manufacturer from five
years or 60, miles to 10 years or , miles, whichever comes first. Vehicles that are older or have a
mileage higher than the warranty have been issued a one-year warranty extension that ends on
July 31, The lemon law attorneys at Stern Law, PLLC, or affiliated law firms, help consumers
who have purchased or leased problem vehicles that qualify for relief under state lemon laws.
We want to hear about your situation and provide you with advice about your best legal options.
Call us today at or submit a confidential case inquiry form today. I understand and agree to the
Terms and Conditions. Read more from our blog. Stern Law P.

